English

Science

Spelling programme covering: 200 High fre-

Plants

quency words, year 3/4 national curriculum
spelling list.
Punctuation

Apostrophes for possession, use

On fait le fete



Identify and describe the parts of flowering plants.



Explore the requirements of plants for
growth and life.

and punctuate speech accurately, commas.
Grammar Present perfect verb tense in contrast



Investigate water transport in plants.

to past tense, homophones, statement, ques-



Explore the role of flowers in the life
cycle of plants.

tions and commands.

Maths

MFL

French alphabet
French Happy
Birthday song.
French months
French hangman.

Reading.
Writing Describing a setting, write a story based
on a familiar story with an alternative ending,
non-chronological report based on children’s

Tennis

Forehand, backhand,

problem solving and reasoning.
Multiplication and division: Use the grid method to multiply 2-digit numbers

by 1-digit

numbers.

convert between the two.

Rivers

Internet safety

charts, tables and pictograms.

Maple Class

Using technology safely.

Geometry: Identify and draw edges, vertices and

TERM 5

Computing

Statistics: Draw and interpret data from bar

faces on common 3D shapes

Internet safety
posters.

Music
Class rivers percussion and performance.

Forest /PSHE


Fire time with PSHE based on topic
‘Relationships’



Whittling project

Agility, balance and
footwork.

or compact addition. Addition and subtraction

past and to. Read analogue and digital time and

own interests, shape poems.

PE

three or four 2-digit numbers using expanded

Measures: Tell the time to the nearest minute,

Reading Class novels ‘Dolphin Boy’ ,’The Sandman and the Turtle.’ Comprehension, Guided

Addition and subtraction Add and subtract



Forest School maths, including:

Geography
The journey of a
river.
The water cycle.

volleys, and serving.

-3D shapes

Fresh water rivers.

Match play.

-Measuring perimeter & length

Estuaries and del-

-Measuring weight and volume.

tas.

Art/DT


River inspired by Monet impressionism.

RE
Open the book



River mosaics

assemblies.



River collage

Collective wor-



Building bridges to cross rivers.

ship.

